INSTRUCTION OF RAMS SEMINAR

--Opponents format seminar
Training Arena

OPPONENTS refer to people who can give you meaningful critique to the presenting at the seminars.

A NICE PROFESSOR
From the permanent staff and relevant to your topic (not the main supervisor)

OPPONENTS ensure the Ph.D. students to learn to get comfortable with scientific conversations.

A NICE Ph.D. STUDENT
From the PhD students and relevant to your topic
IMPROVE THE SCIENTIFIC VALUE OF THE SEMINARS

MEANINGFUL QUESTIONS
It is possible to give meaningful critique to the PhD students

HELP YOUR RESEARCH
Help the PhD students preparing the presentation and writing article

BETTER FOR YOUR FUTURE
Better for the further works and Ph.D defense in the future
Procedure

1. **DETERMINE TOPIC**
   Speaker choose presentation topics and date

2. **APPOINT YOUR OPPONENTS**
   Speakers can appoint 2 relevant opponents

3. **SEND YOUR MANUSCRIPT**
   Speaker send manuscript, paper or slide to the opponents

4. **REVIEW AND PREPARE**
   Opponents review materials and prepare valuable questions

5. **PRESENTATION**
   Speaker presenting and Q & A

6. **FEEDBACK**
   Speakers will receive written questions
Requirement

- The materials that opponents receive cannot be distributed to others.
- Manuscript including main ideas, figures and formulas:
  - 1-2 pages
- Presentations time:
  - < 30 minutes
- Questions from opponents:
  - 3-4 questions
RAMS SEMINAR
https://www.ntnu.no/wiki/display/ross/RAMS+Seminars

THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION